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THE NICHOLSON MCBRIDE RESILIENT
LEADERSHIP QUESTIONNAIRE (RLQ)
What does it mean to be a resilient leader?

Today's business landscape is complex and dynamic - and likely to remain so for the foreseeable
future. Some people seem to thrive in this environment. Others struggle to cope. And it is this group
whose health and well-being are beginning to suffer. To be effective, organisations need people who
are not just excellent at their job, but who also possess resilience. Of course, some are more
naturally resilient than others, so what can you do? The key is to develop a cadre of resilient leaders
- people who are robust and can face challenges themselves, but who also gear their people up to
bounce back too.

Based on Nicholson McBride's extensive research, the Resilient Leadership Questionnaire (RLQ) is
designed to measure your ability as a resilient leader, across five dimensions which map onto the
five elements of our earlier test of resilience as a general personality trait, the Resilience
Questionnaire (RQ):

RLQ

RQ

■

Vision.

■

Optimism.

■

Effectiveness.

■

Solution Orientation.

■

Empowerment.

■

Individual Accountability.

■

Responsiveness.

■

Openness & Flexibility.

■

Supportiveness.

■

Managing Stress & Anxiety.

This report contains the results of your self-assessment questionnaire. Page three provides an
overview of your scores for the five dimensions. The pages which follow contain further information
on each dimension, including tips for developing your skill where needed.

Please note that the bands for each element may be subject to change as the data sample
increases.
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WHAT'S YOUR RESILIENT LEADERSHIP SCORE?

RLQ Score Result

My RLQ Score
RLQ Score Breakdown
VISION
(Optimism)

EFFECTIVENESS
(Solution Orientation)

EMPOWERMENT
(Individual Accountability)

RESPONSIVENESS
(Openness & Flexibility)

SUPPORTIVENESS
(Managing Stress & Anxiety)

There are four different levels of measured resilience: Developing, Established, Strong and
Exceptional. Your RLQ score (above, top line) indicates you that have rated your overall resilient
leadership level as Developing. The text on pages 4-8 will give you an indication of how you rate
yourself on each of the five dimensions of the RLQ.
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VISION
(Optimism)

A visionary leader is one who provides a clear, coherent and compelling picture of the future, thus
instilling optimism and a sense of direction throughout the team. Vision is critical at any time, but
most particularly when the environment is complex and dynamic; team members will be more
positive, motivated and focused if they understand where the team is headed. Vision provides a
sense of purpose - something to work towards - and a feeling of stability in ambiguous times.

Your Score is 62%
Your score indicates that there is scope to enhance your ability as a visionary leader. It may be the
case that your people consider you to be overly focused on the â€˜here and nowâ€™ at the
expense of the longer term. Or they may consider you to be too focused on the detail. You need to
work harder to create a compelling picture of the future, to communicate this to others and to secure
their buy-in.
If your score on this dimension is lower than you would like it to be, it may be valuable to ask
yourself the following questions:

■

Do I possess a clear idea of where the business needs to get to?

■

Do I articulate this to others in an unambiguous and compelling way?

■

Do I help team members to understand the role they need to fulfil in achieving the vision?

■

Would people describe me as being inspiring?

■

Do I set strategic goals?

■

Do I have a clear sense of the values we need to instil within the team?

■

Do I communicate these and actively encourage people to live the values?

Any of the above questions to which you answered 'no' or 'not really' will provide a steer in terms of
the behaviours and skills you may need to develop going forward.
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EFFECTIVENESS
(Solution Orientation)

An effective leader is one who is able to translate vision into objectives and plans - and ensure that
team members fully understand the role they need to play in achieving the strategy. Effective
leaders make sure that people have the knowledge and resources to create and execute plans,
embed changes, and manage key stakeholders - whilst keeping on top of the 'business as usual'.
Implicit within this is the ability to make decisions, manage performance and influence others, all in
the pursuit of business success.

Your Score is 58%
Your score indicates that there is scope to enhance your effectiveness as a leader. It may be helpful
for you to analyse exactly what steps are required to translate vision into reality - and to
communicate these effectively to your people, ensuring that they understand stakeholders'
requirements, and that they have sufficient knowledge and resources to do the job well.
If your score on this dimension is lower than you would like it to be, it may be valuable to ask
yourself the following questions:

■

Are the business goals clear?

■

Do all team members understand and buy into those goals?

■

Do I effectively monitor performance and give regular feedback (either personally, or through my
management team)?

■

Are people generally happy with the communication in the team?

■

Am I sufficiently influential with key stakeholders?

■

Am I influential more broadly?

■

Do I make timely and appropriate decisions?

Any of the above questions to which you answered 'no' or 'not really' will provide a steer in terms of
the behaviours and skills you may need to develop going forward.
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EMPOWERMENT
(Individual Accountability)

Empowering leaders encourage 'freedom within a framework', but setting people up to succeed,
rather than throwing them in at the deep end. They create environments in which people take
accountability, live the values and demonstrate desired behaviours. In this way, they develop strong,
positive cultures. Their people feel trusted and take pride in delivering to the best of their ability,
seizing opportunities, solving problems and rising to challenges.

Your Score is 62%
Your score indicates that there is scope to become significantly more empowering as a leader. It
may be that you naturally prefer to control. Alternatively, your team may be insufficiently skilled to
step up and allow you to empower them. If this is the case, then you need to focus on developing
their abilities and confidence. In any case, you could work harder on creating more of an
environment in which people can speak up without fear and feel comfortable to challenge.
If your score on this dimension is lower than you would like it to be, it may be valuable to ask
yourself the following questions:

■

Do I coach and develop my people?

■

Do I trust others - even before they've earned it?

■

Do I stretch my people?

■

Do I delegate interesting and rewarding work to team members?

■

Once an individual is capable, confident and committed, do I adopt a hands-off approach?

■

■

Do I encourage people to take accountability (whilst always remaining ultimately accountable
myself)?
Would my team say they have a lot of freedom?

Any of the above questions to which you answered 'no' or 'not really' will provide a steer in terms of
the behaviours and skills you may need to develop going forward.
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RESPONSIVENESS
(Openness & Flexibility)

Responsive leaders anticipate and react quickly to change. Where possible, they are proactive.
They are able to deal with ambiguity and help others to make sense of uncertain situations. They
are mindful and empathetic. Their communication is two-way, ensuring people feel able to speak up
and give feedback to the leadership - without fear. They move fast to solve problems and deal with
conflict.

Your Score is 60%
Your score indicates established levels of responsiveness. You may understand the need to deal
with ambiguity and change - and to help the team through difficult situations - but your preference is
for stability and structure. Is there more that you could do to listen to others and to respond to their
input? Do you need to be more proactive in dealing with difficult situations and effectively handling
change?
If your score on this dimension is lower than you would like it to be, it may be valuable to ask
yourself the following questions:

■

Do I thrive on ambiguity and help others to do the same?

■

Do I manage change effectively, balancing assertiveness with sensitivity?

■

Do I actively plan how to engage my people?

■

Am I in touch with what my people - and others outside the team - are thinking and feeling?

■

Do I listen?

■

Am I good at knowing when to cut my losses?

■

Do I deal with conflict quickly and successfully?

Any of the above questions to which you answered 'no' or 'not really' will provide a steer in terms of
the behaviours and skills you may need to develop going forward.
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SUPPORTIVENESS
(Managing Stress & Anxiety)

Supportive leaders recognise that change can be difficult and stressful. They understand the
pressures that team members face and help them to cope with these pressures, minimising negative
stress. They listen and adopt a coaching approach to help their people manage their anxiety and
solve problems for themselves.

Your Score is 64%
Your score indicates established levels of supportiveness. You try to be alert to what's going on for
your team, but there may be occasions on which you are unaware that people are struggling. There
is perhaps more you could to do enhance the wellbeing and resilience of individual team members,
and encourage more of a balance. It may be helpful to hone your coaching and counselling skills.
If your score on this dimension is lower than you would like it to be, it may be valuable to ask
yourself the following questions:

■

Am I aware of what's going on for my team members, both professionally and personally?

■

Am I alert to signs of excessive stress?

■

■

■

■

■

When I notice these signs of stress, do I actively help the person suffering them to cope and
recover?
Would people describe me as compassionate?
Do I believe in striking the right work-life balance - and do I back up this belief with concrete
actions?
Am I interested in the well-being of the team?
Do I use coaching and/or counselling techniques to help team members work through their
problems?

Any of the above questions to which you answered 'no' or 'not really' will provide a steer in terms of
the behaviours and skills you may need to develop going forward.

